We have seen a rapid increase in mobile data traffic in cellular networks, especially in densely populated areas called "hotspots." In order to deal with this trend, heterogeneous networks (HetNet) are attracting much attention as a method of effectively accommodating such traffic increases using the Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced system in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). This paper first presents an overview of HetNet, where various wireless nodes can be deployed over the coverage area formed by macro base stations (BSs). Next, various evaluation results are provided for HetNet, where pico BSs ("Pico-BSs") are deployed over the coverage area of macro BSs ("Macro-BSs"). Then, this paper presents a comprehensive analysis, not only of the effect of overlaying Pico-BSs but also a detailed analyses of the techniques called "cell range expansion (CRE)" and "enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)" for facilitating the offloading of user terminals (UEs) from Macro-BSs to Pico-BSs and mitigating interference, respectively, for both downlink and uplink. Noteworthy outcomes found through the comprehensive study are that CRE provides throughput improvements for uplinks, especially for UE connected to Pico-BSs. In addition, this paper demonstrates that CRE contributes to improving downlink throughput especially for low traffic loads. The outcome regarding eICIC is that eICIC provides improvements in total throughput, in spite of the fact that eICIC causes unfairness between UE connected to the Pico-BSs and those with Macro-BSs.
Introduction
Mobile data traffic has recently been increasing rapidly along with the popularization of smartphones, with which we can enjoy video streaming services similar to using personal computers. According to the latest surveys, mobile data traffic in Japan more than doubled from 2010 to 2011 [1] . The International Telecommunication Union Radio Sector (ITU-R) summarized the trend in mobile data traffic and the future market trend for cellular systems in an ITU-R Report in October 2011 [2] . The ITU-R Report anticipates that mobile data traffic will increase tremendously in all countries and areas in the world, although the exact volume of the increase will vary by country and area.
In order to overcome such a surge in mobile data traffic, ITU-R standardized International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced (IMT-Advanced) systems in January 2012 [3] . In the ITU-R recommendation, Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-Advanced) and Wireless Metropolitan Area Network Advanced (WirelessMAN-Advanced), both of which were technically specified in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and in IEEE 802.16, respectively, are recognized as IMT-Advanced systems.
Existing conventional third-generation cellular systems aimed at providing wide coverage areas using macro base stations (abbreviated "Macro-BSs"). Deployment of MacroBSs makes it possible for mobile user equipment (abbreviated "UE") to communicate anytime and anywhere through the wide coverage area provided by Macro-BSs. However, such a strategy of Macro-BS deployment is not sufficient to deal with the recent rapid increase in mobile data traffic. In addition, much mobile data traffic is generated in so-called hotspot areas, which are not geographically spread out.
In order to accommodate mobile data traffic in hotspot areas, a new concept called a "heterogeneous network (HetNet)" was proposed [4] - [6] . In a typical HetNet scenario, pico base stations (abbreviated "Pico-BSs"), with smaller transmission power and size than macro BSs, are deployed to efficiently accommodate mobile data traffic in hotspot areas within the coverage area of a Macro-BS. In short, PicoBSs are overlaid on the Macro-BS coverage area. Another benefit of deploying Pico-BSs is to reduce coverage holes, where radio signal strength from Macro-BSs is so low that UEs are not served by Macro-BSs. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, an overview of HetNet is presented. In order to simplify the analyses without loss of generality, this paper focuses on cases where Pico-BSs are overlaid on a Macro-BS coverage area using the same radio carrier frequency for the Picoand Macro-BSs. This paper also shows the benefit from deployment of Pico-BSs, while pointing out drawbacks such as the limited amount of offloading of UEs from Macro-BSs to Pico-BSs and the occurrence of additional interference due to the deployment of Pico-BSs. Section 3 explains a technique called "cell range expansion (CRE)," which facilitates the offloading UEs from Macro-BSs to Pico-BSs, and then evaluates CRE for both full buffer and non-full buffer traffic models. In Sect. 4, a technique called "enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)," which mitigates interference and increases system capacity [7] , [8] , is explained and evaluated. Section 5 presents uplink performance results rather than the downlink performance results in Sects. 3 and 4. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
Overview of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet)

Concept of HetNet
The coverage areas in cellular systems are designed and constructed considering cost-effectiveness and available locations for BSs. In order to efficiently develop and expand coverage areas, Macro-BSs are firstly deployed in general. Once sufficient coverage area is established using MacroBSs, the need for Macro-BSs will decrease, and not only Pico-BSs but also other wireless nodes, such as repeaters and Relays, will be suitable depending on the needs and considering their benefits such as small size, reasonable cost, and easy deployment [7] . An illustration of a HetNet with various wireless nodes is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The wireless nodes that can be incorporated in the HetNet in Fig. 1 are briefly explained as follows.
Macro-BS
Macro-BSs are mainly used for wide coverage areas in a cellular network. The transmission power of Macro-BSs ranges from 10 to 40 W (or 40 to 46 dBm). The radius of the coverage area is from hundreds of meters to more than a few kilometers.
Pico-BS
Pico-BSs are used for not only coverage expansion to reduce coverage holes remaining after deployment of Macro-BSs but also for offloading mobile data traffic from Macro-BSs. Pico-BSs are sometimes regarded as Micro-BSs depending on the transmission power and the definition of terms. Their transmission power is from 1 to 8 W (or 30 to 39 dBm), and the radius of the coverage area is from tens to hundreds of meters.
Femto-BS
The transmission power of Femto-BSs is as small as that of UEs, for example 200 mW (or 23 dBm). A unique function of Femto-BSs is to utilize the access lines paid by customers such as optical fibers and asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL) between homes and a local switch provided by a network operator, for instance.
Another noteworthy and unique idea for Femto-BSs is the closed subscriber group (CSG) [6] . When a CSG is adopted at a Femto-BS, no UEs can use the Femto-BS except the UEs registered at the Femto-BS. The CSG function may be used at homes and buildings for companies that want secured access to Femto-BSs. However, a CSG entails high interference for UEs that do not register at a Femto-BS, since such UEs cannot connect to the Femto-BS even when they are nearby, and then the UEs need to keep connecting with a Macro-BS using high transmission power [9] , [10] .
Their coverage area is narrower than Macro-and PicoBSs, but Femto-BSs are easily deployed and cost effective.
Repeater
The main objective of repeaters is to expand the coverage area of BSs by retransmitting the radio signals received from the BSs. Repeaters can be deployed easily because repeaters do not require backhaul lines between the repeaters and core networks. Therefore, repeaters attract attention for their swift deployability, especially in emergencies and disasters. The transmission power of repeaters depends on the area to be covered but it varies from 250 mW (or 24 dBm) for small repeaters to 6 W (or 38 dBm) for large repeaters, in general.
Relay
A Relay is defined as one of the wireless nodes, where the signals transmitted from BSs are firstly decoded and then retransmitted as decoded signals to UE in the downlink, and vice versa in the uplink. The benefit of Relays is the improvement in the signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) gained by omitting interference and noise at the Relays. This is different from Repeater, although Repeater and Relay have the common benefit that they do not need backhaul links. However, in Relays at least double transmission time is required from a BS to a UE and vice versa due to the decoding process at the Relays. In addition, several other functions, such as timing synchronization with the BS and the UE, as well as radio resource coordination between the link from the Relay to the UE and the link from the BSs to the Relay [11] . According to [12] , the transmission power is assumed from 0.1 W (or 20 dBm) to 5 W (or 37 dBm) as for evaluation purposes.
Remote Radio Head (RRH)
RRHs unify antennas and circuits for both transmission and reception at radio frequency (RF). Since an RRH is connected to baseband units (BBU) at a BS through optical fibers, the RRH can easily expand the coverage area. The drawback of an RRH is the need for optical fibers between RRH and BS. The transmission power of an RRH can be identical to that of various BSs such as the Macro-BS and Pico-BS. On the other hand, an RRH has an advantage over a Pico-BS from the viewpoint of easy adoption of functions requiring coordination and cooperation among multiple BSs, such as coordinated multiple transmission and reception points (CoMP), since all BBUs connected to RRHs and radio resource management functions for them are generally co-located [12] .
Performance Improvement with Pico-BSs
As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, HetNet is composed of various wireless nodes. However, in order to simplify the investigation of the effectiveness of HetNet, this paper focuses only on a HetNet consisting of Macro-and Pico-BSs, but without loss of generality.
First, a performance improvement is presented in this section when the number of Pico-BSs increases over the Macro-BS coverage area. Note that the geographical coverage area served by one of the sector antennas at a BS is called a "cell." It is assumed that there are three sectors per Macro-BS in the performance evaluation. The coverage area in a sector of a Macro-BS is called a "macro cell area" here. The term "macro cell area" is used regardless of whether or not Pico-BSs exist over the Macro-BS coverage area. It is assumed that only one cell exists per Pico-BS because an omni antenna is used at a Pico-BS.
The numerical results in terms of the throughput in macro cell area, which is called "macro cell area throughput" are presented in Fig. 2 . Note that the simulation conditions commonly used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1 . It is noted that the simulation parameters for Macro-BSs are in line with 3GPP evaluation methodologies. 3GPP Case 1 as in Table A [13] . For instance, the number of UEs near one Pico-BS is 5 when the total number of Pico-BSs is 4 in a macro cell area. In the following simulation studies, the number of Pico-BSs is selected to be 1, 2, 4, 5, and 10 in the simulation study because 20 is divisible by those values.
Note that the full buffer model is used in this Sect. as a traffic model for the simulation study because the full buffer traffic model is useful to investigate the system capacity. Non-full buffer traffic model is also used from the following Sect. In addition, the numerical results presented up to Sect. 4 are only for the downlink, which is defined as the link from BSs to UEs. Sect. 5 provides numerical results for the uplink.
In Fig. 2 , the macro cell area throughput, which is de- fined as the sum of user throughput of UEs, is presented. Note that "MUE" and "PUE" represent UEs served by a Macro-BS and a Pico-BS, respectively. In addition, "All UEs" refers to UEs on any BS type. Hence, the total number of All UEs is equal to the sum of the number of MUEs and PUEs. We observe that the throughput of PUEs increases as the number of Pico-BSs increases per Macro-BS because the SINR of UEs that change from MUEs to PUEs improves together with the deployment of Pico-BSs. This contributes to the increase of the macro cell area throughput representing "All UE" in the figure. On the other hand, the throughput of MUEs does not increase greatly even when the number of Pico-BSs increases. This is because cell-edge MUEs still exist even when the number of Pico-BSs increases, and therefore, the SINR distribution of MUEs does not change significantly. Since the full buffer traffic model is used, the sum of the UE throughput does not change much if the SINR distribution also does not change much. The proportion of PUEs among all UEs is summarized in Fig. 3 . In LTE system, the serving BS, which is the BS connected to a UE, is selected based on the reference signal received power (RSRP) in the downlink. Namely, the BS giving the maximum RSRP to a UE is selected as the "serving BS" for the UE. As the number of Pico-BSs increases, the proportion of PUEs increases. This trend is in line with the macro cell area throughput for the PUEs, as in Fig. 2 . However, the proportion of PUEs does not increase as much. When we observe the proportion of active PicoBSs (i.e. Pico-BSs serving at least one PUE) in Fig. 3 , it is found that all the Pico-BSs are not in use, especially in cases with a large number of Pico-BSs. Although Pico-BSs are placed at hotspots according to the simulation model, there are Pico-BSs that serve no UEs. This comes from the simulation assumptions for the UE drop in Table 1 . In the UE drop model, the total number of UEs in hotspots is fixed as 20, regardless of the number of Pico-BSs [13] . As the number of Pico-BSs per macro cell coverage area increases, the number of UEs per hotspot decreases. Due to the shadowing model in Table 1 , all the UEs in a hotspot are not served by the center of the hotspot. This phenomenon occurs more in accordance with increase of the number of Pico-BSs per macro cell coverage area, since the Pico-BSs are closer to each other as the number of Pico-BSs is large. This investigation implies that we may end up wasting Pico-BSs. In this sense, we need a way to offload more MUEs to PUEs. Then, we can expect further improvement of macro cell area throughput with efficient use of all the Pico-BSs. Henceforth, this paper assumes two Pico-BSs per Macro-BS coverage area in the remaining of the paper, since both of two Pico-BSs will likely be active with more than 99% probability and the introduction of multiple Pico-BSs makes it possible to observe the mutual interference of multiple Pico-BSs in each macro cell coverage area in addition to the interference between Macro-and Pico-BSs. Figure 4 gives numerical results showing whether or not UE throughput is improved after deploying two PicoBSs. The throughput gain in the figure is defined as follows, where T
HetNet i
and T
HomoNet i
are the throughput of UE i in a HetNet with two Pico-BSs in the macro cell coverage area and one in a homogeneous network with only MacroBSs and without Pico-BSs. Most PUEs obtain positive throughput gain due to improvement in SINR and having sufficient radio resources available to PUEs from the deployment of Pico-BSs, although the rest of the PUEs suffer from increased interference from Macro-BSs. However, the throughput gains in approximately 34% of MUEs are negative. In other words, 34% of MUEs lose throughput after the deployment of two Pico-BSs. Overall, as we see from the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve for "All UE" in the figure, approximately 75% of all UEs are able to obtain higher throughput after the introduction of Pico-BSs.
The fact that all the UEs cannot improve their throughput is one of the issues with HetNet. A solution to deal with this issue is discussed in Sect. 4.
Cell Range Expansion (CRE)
3.1 Concept of CRE Section 2.2 reveals that it is better to increase the PUE ratio for the purpose of improving macro cell area throughput. For the purpose of further offloading UEs from MUEs to PUEs, a new technique named CRE was proposed [7] , [8] . In this subsection, CRE is explained, then performance evaluation results are presented. Figure 5 illustrates the concept of CRE. CRE connects UEs to Pico-BSs rather than Macro-BSs by adding a bias value called the "CRE bias value" to the signal level received from Pico-BS transmissions, when UEs select the serving BS that provides the greatest reference signal strength. Let RSRP from BS n and the CRE bias value for the BS be denoted by P n [dB] and B n [dB], respectively, for the UE. Then, the UE selects the serving BS that connects with the UE by the following equation,
For the purpose of CRE for Pico-BSs, B n is selected to be a positive value for Pico-BSs while B n is fixed at zero for Macro-BSs, in general. Note that the CRE bias value does not virtually enlarge the transmission power from PicoBSs but makes UEs do handovers earlier to the BSs with a positive CRE bias value [15] .
If the serving BS becomes a Pico-BS for a UE due to the CRE bias value, then the UE is offloaded from a Macro-BS to the Pico-BS. Such a UE connected to a Pico-BS due to CRE is called "cPUE," hereafter. On the other hand, a UE inherently connected to a Pico-BS even without CRE is called "iPUE" hereafter. Let sets of iPUEs and cPUEs be denoted by S iPUE and S cPUE . Then we can define a set of PUEs labeled S PUE , thus:
The proportions of MUEs, iPUEs, and cPUEs are presented in Fig. 6 as the CRE bias value increases when the number of Pico-BSs is two per macro cell area. It is also assumed that the CRE bias value is identical for all PicoBSs. As observed in the figure, the proportion of cPUEs increases as the CRE bias value increases. This means that the total number of UEs served by Pico-BSs increases, since the proportion of iPUEs is constant regardless of the CRE bias values. Contrary to the increase in PUEs, the proportion of MUEs decreases. For instance, when the CRE bias value is selected as 8 dB, almost half of UEs are offloaded from Macro-BSs to Pico-BSs, because the proportion of MUEs is roughly 50% according to the results in Fig. 6 . 
Performance Evaluations of CRE
Full Buffer Traffic Model
In this subsection, this paper presents the throughput changes resulting from the absence of CRE. In order to keep the identical simulation conditions with previous numerical results, the full-buffer model is used at first. Figure 7 shows macro cell area throughput for all UEs, which is represented by "All UE" in the figure, as well as macro cell area throughput values for the various UE types such as MUE, iPUE, and cPUE, when the CRE bias value changes. Note that the sum of the macro cell area throughputs of MUEs, iPUEs, and cPUEs is equal to the macro cell area throughput for All UEs.
As we observe from the figure, the macro cell area throughput for All UEs decreases as the CRE bias value increases. This comes from the decrease of the macro cell area throughput of iPUEs, although those for MUEs and cPUEs increases as the CRE bias value increases. The reason why the macro area throughput of iPUEs decreases is that the total frequency resources of a Pico-BS are shared among not only iPUEs but also the cPUEs that are newly connected to the Pico-BS due to CRE. Since the SINR values of cPUEs are worse than iPUEs, the overall spectral efficiency in the Pico-BS degrades as the number of cPUEs increases. It is noteworthy that the coverage area of a Pico-BS tends to be larger as the location of the Pico-BS is farther from the Macro-BS associated with the Pico-BS [16] . This means that the MUEs in the cell edge of the macro cell coverage area tend to become cPUEs, whose SINR values tend to be low. Thus, the SINR values of MUEs tend to become higher, and then the spectral efficiency in Macro-BS becomes higher as a result.
Similar to Fig. 4 , the throughput gain for every UE is presented in Fig. 8 when CRE is applied. Note that the CRE bias value is 8 dB. The figure shows that the fairness among UEs is improved by having CRE rather than not, since all three CDF curves are close each other. In addition, the proportion of All UEs with negative throughput gain decreases from 25% to 18%. The ratio of MUEs with negative throughput gain decreases from 34% to 13%, due to the improvement in SINR values as explained in the previous paragraph.
Non-full Buffer Traffic Model
In addition to the full buffer traffic model presented in the previous subsection, a non-full buffer traffic model is also used to validate the CRE scheme. It gives a more complete picture to observe how the CRE scheme affects throughput in the non-full buffer traffic model, because it causes less interference than the full-buffer traffic model. The non-full buffer traffic model used in the simulation study follows the file transfer protocol (FTP) model described in [17] . The average, standard deviation, and maximum of Internet Protocol (IP) packet size are fixed at 10, 4, 25 kbytes, respectively. The amount of traffic generated (called "offered traffic," hereafter) per UE is configured by changing the average value of the arrival interval of IP packets. The offered load used for the simulation study is from 0.4 to 2.0 Mbps per UE. Since there are 30 UEs per macro cell area, the total offered traffic is up to 60 Mbps. This implies that the non-full buffer traffic model with such a high offered traffic behaves similarly to the full buffer traffic model because 60 Mbps is beyond the maximum value of the macro cell area throughput, as in Fig. 7 . Figure 9 shows the throughput performances when the CRE bias value changes. Since a non-full buffer traffic model is used, a metric named "user-perceived throughput (UPT)" is applied [12] . The UPT is defined as the total number of bits successfully transmitted for the UE divided by the length of time when data is queued at the transmission buffer for the UE. We can regard UPT as the instantaneous throughput when a UE has data to transmit or receive. Note that the difference from the "throughput" for the full buffer traffic model is the denominator in the throughput calcula- tion. The denominator is the entire length of the simulation time for the full buffer traffic model. It is also noted, however, that when the full buffer traffic model is used, the UPT is equal to the throughput value in the case of the full buffer traffic model, since the transmission buffer is filled with data for every UE.
As we observe in Fig. 9 , the average UPT is inversely proportional to the offered traffic per UE. As the offered traffic per UE decreases, the UPT increases. When the offered traffic is small, the radio resources required to transmit the offered traffic per UE decrease. This means sufficient radio resources are available to transmit the small amount of offered traffic per UE. In such a situation, it is easy to instantaneously transmit that small amount of traffic using the adequate radio resources available for UEs. Therefore, a small offered traffic volume yields a high UPT.
The other trends we observe from the figure are that the average UPT increases as the CRE bias value increases for low offered traffic, while the opposite trend is observed for high offered traffic. In the case of low offered traffic, the interference level from Macro-BSs to PUEs, especially to cPUEs, is small. In such a situation, the SINR of cPUEs does not become very low. Since many MUEs with low SINR become cPUEs when CRE bias values are large, the average SINR value of the remaining MUEs becomes higher than with small CRE bias values. In addition, the available radio resources per MUE increase, since the proportion of MUEs decreases as in Fig. 6 . Therefore, MUEs can increase their UPT. On the other hand, when the offered traffic is high, the interference level from Macro-BSs to cPUEs becomes high. Then, both the SINR values and available radio resources for both cPUEs and MUEs decrease. Hence, UPT decreases when the CRE bias value increases. These phenomena are similar to the observations about the full-buffer traffic model using Fig. 7 .
In conclusion, CRE is effective not only to facilitate offloading UEs from Macro-BSs to Pico-BSs but also to improve fairness among All UEs. In addition, CRE can enhance UPT, especially when offered traffic or radio resource usage is small.
Enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (eICIC)
4.1 Concept of eICIC CRE has several benefits, as introduced in Sect. 3.2. However, the greatest disadvantage of CRE is to decrease the macro cell area throughput, which corresponds to system capacity, according to the evaluation using the full buffer traffic model. The dominant factor behind CRE decreasing the system capacity is that it causes severe interference from Macro-BSs to cPUEs, especially when the CRE bias value is high. In order to mitigate this issue, we need an inter-cell interference coordination scheme. 3GPP came up with a new idea for inter-cell interference coordination named eICIC (e.g. [6] ). There are two ways to realize inter-cell interference coordination by utilizing radio resources orthogonally: one is based on the time domain, while the other way is based on the frequency domain [20] , [21] . However, 3GPP focused only on how to mitigate interference when a single frequency carrier is available in a HetNet [23] . Hence, this paper will investigate only a time domain eICIC (in short, "eICIC," hereafter) as defined by 3GPP [23] . Figure 10 illustrates eICIC. In LTE, the duration of a subframe is defined as 1 ms, and radio resources are controlled and managed at every subframe. In eICIC, a part of subframes is used for inter-cell interference mitigation. As in Fig. 10 , in addition to the LTE subframes, which will henceforth be called "normal subframes," hereafter in this paper, 3GPP defines another subframe, which is called "Almost Blank Subframes (ABS)" since most of the radio resources in ABSs are not used to transmit anything except the signals that are indispensable for LTE operation such as the Common Reference Signals (CRS) [19] . The number of CRSs transmitted from Macro-BSs depends on the kind of ABS. One is the "Multimedia Broadcast multicast service Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) ABS." MB-SFN is prepared for Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (MBMS) in LTE. MBSFN ABS does not have CRSs in the physical downlink shared data transmission channels (PDSCH), where data traffic is carried. The other one is Non-MBSFN ABS, which is made from the normal subframes and therefore, it has CRSs in PDSCH as illustrated in Fig. 11 . In general, the interference level from Macro-BSs at ABSs is weaker than that at normal subframes. Figure 12 shows the macro cell area throughput when eICIC is applied for various CRE bias values. The traffic model is the full buffer model. Note that we assume there are no CRSs in PDSCHs as there are MBSFNs in the ABSs in the following simulation studies of eICIC. Here, the "ABS ratio" on the horizontal axis in the figure is defined as the total duration of the ABSs out of 8 ms. The number of ABSs is selected from zero to seven out of eight subframes. When the ABS ratio is equal to zero, it means that eICIC is not applied. As we observe Fig. 12 , eICIC seems more effective as the ABS ratio increases regardless of the CRE bias values.
Performance Evaluation of eICIC
Full Buffer Traffic Model
In order to further investigate the details of macro cell area throughput, Fig. 13 is presented to show the macro cell area throughput for MUEs and PUEs as the ABS ratio increases. The relationship between the macro area throughput for All UEs, the macro area throughput for MUEs, and PUEs is expressed in the following equation.
where T i , T j , and T k represent the UE throughput for All UE, MUE, and PUE, respectively. Similar to the notation for S PUE in Eq. (3), let S AllUE and S MUE be defined as the set of All UEs and MUEs, respectively. Note that the first term in the right hand side of the above equation is macro cell area throughput of MUEs. On the other hand, the second term represents the sum of the pico cell throughput values of two Pico-BSs per macro cell area. As shown in Fig. 13 , the cell throughput of PUEs increases due to the use of ABSs that provide SINR values improved for PUEs, although the macro cell area throughput of MUEs decreases because Macro-BSs cannot transmit data in the ABSs.
Note that the macro cell area throughput for MUEs increases as the CRE bias value increases. Contrary to this, the macro cell area throughput for PUEs decreases as the CRE bias value increases. Due to the fact that PUEs dominantly contribute to the value of the macro cell area throughput for All UEs, the highest macro cell area throughput is obtained when the CRE bias value is equal to zero, similar to the outcome demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Figure 14 shows the throughput value for the 5th percentile (5%-ile in the figure) UE in the CDF of UE throughput. In this case, the 5th percentile value among those for All UEs is presented for every CRE bias value and ABS ratio. Convex curves are observed in the figure. Figure 15 , which shows the 5th percentile UE throughput value among MUEs and that among PUEs, explains the reason for the convex curves in Fig. 14 .
The 5th percentile value in Fig. 14 depends on whether it is MUE or PUE that becomes the representative value for All UEs. When we focus on the CRE bias value of 12 dB, for instance, it is found that the curve for MUEs crosses that for PUEs when the ABS ratio is 0.25 in Fig. 15 . The 5th percentile value among PUEs is smaller than that among MUEs when the ABS ratio is smaller than 0.25. Contrary to this, the curve for MUEs falls below that for PUEs in the figure when the ABS ratio is larger than 0.25. We can predict the convex curve by picking up the 5th percentile values for PUEs below where the ABS ratio is 0.25 and those for MUEs above there. A similar explanation can be applied to the other CRE bias values in general. It is noted that, due to the fact that the 5th percentile value for All UEs in Fig. 14 is not identical to those for MUEs and PUEs in Fig. 15 , the absolute value and the ABS ratio with the peak value in Fig. 14 are not equal to those from Fig. 15 . However, the reason why we observe convex curves in Fig. 14 can be revealed in such an analysis.
Non-full buffer traffic model
In addition to the full buffer traffic model, the effectiveness of eICIC is investigated for the non-full buffer traffic model that was introduced in Sect. 3.2. The simulation condition for the following numerical results is to use 0.4 Mbps as the offered traffic load per UE. Figure 16 shows the average UPT for All UEs when the ABS ratio changes to each of the four different CRE bias values. The trends of the average UPT are opposite for MUEs and PUEs, as in Fig. 17 .
Unlike in the full buffer traffic model, there is a minimum value in terms of the average UPT regardless of the CRE bias values, as seen in Fig. 16 . The overall results in Fig. 16 come from the average UPT for both MUEs and PUEs and the UE ratios shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 6 , respectively. In other words, the relationships of the average UPT values for All UEs, MUEs, and PUEs are given by the following equation. 
where E{x} is the mean value of the variable x. Note that U i , U j , and U k represent the UPT for All UE, MUE, and PUE, respectively, in Eq. (5). The ratios of MUEs and PUEs are denoted w j and w k , respectively, and are found from the numerical results in Fig. 6 . Note that the trends in Fig. 17 show a similarity to Fig. 13 for the full buffer traffic model, although the trends in Fig. 16 are different from Fig. 12 for the full buffer traffic model. In addition, Fig. 16 shows that eICIC is effective for large CRE bias values under relatively low traffic loads with 0.4 Mbps as the offered traffic per UE. On the other hand, the opposite trend is found from Fig. 12 for the full-buffer traffic model that is the extreme case of a high traffic load.
With a high traffic load, the interference level from Macro-BSs to PUEs is high due to the use of a lot of radio resources for MUEs. Hence, large CRE bias values degrade the spectral efficiency of PUEs that suffer from high interference from Macro-BSs. Thus, small CRE bias values provide better performance with a high traffic load, as in Fig. 12 . On the other hand, for relatively low traffic loads with 0.4 Mbps as the offered traffic per UE, the interference level from Macro-BSs to PUEs is low, as in the discussions regarding Fig. 9 . Therefore, similar to the outcome from Fig. 18 Outage ratio of Physical Downlink Control CHannel (PDCCH) when an ABS ratio of 12.5% is used for eICIC. Fig. 9 , the UPT becomes higher for higher CRE bias values, especially for MUEs as shown in Fig. 15 . Note that as the ABS ratio in eICIC increases, radio resources with higher SINR values can be assigned to PUEs. Then, the UPT representing instantaneous throughput becomes high in eICIC. A high average UPT for PUEs in the case of small CRE values does not contribute to an increase in the overall average UPT shown in Fig. 16 , since the ratio of PUEs is small when the CRE bias value is small.
It is noted here that 5th percentile UPT results show similar trends as the average UPT results, although numerical results are not presented in this paper due to limited space. Numerical results confirm that as the ABS ratio increases, the 5th percentile UPT for PUEs increases, while that for MUEs decreases.
Outage Ratio of Control Channel
The other benefit of using eICIC is here introduced. In LTE, there is a control channel called the "Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH)," by which radio resource allocation information is transmitted to UEs before decoding the data channels named "Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH)" and "Physical Uplink Shared Channels (PUSCH)" for the downlink and uplink, respectively. UEs need to successfully decode PDCCH before data reception and transmission using PDSCH and PUSCH, respectively. Figure 18 shows the PDCCH outage ratio, which is defined as the probability that the SINR becomes lower than the SINR value required to achieve 1% of the PD-CCH packet error rate in this paper. Note that the ABS ratio is configured as 12.5% when eICIC is applied and the full buffer traffic model is used for evaluation.
It is found from the figure that the adaptation of CRE causes the PDCCH outage probability to exceed 1%. The main reason for this is that the PDCCH outage probability of cPUE reaches approximately 5% at the CRE bias value of 2 dB, for instance. However, we are able to decrease the PDCCH outage probability to around 1% even for cPUEs. For All UE, the PDCCH outage probability becomes less than 1%. This comes from the fact that the PDCCH is transmitted to cPUEs in the ABSs with lower interference levels.
As demonstrated above, eICIC can also improve PD-CCH performance.
Performance Evaluations for Uplink
In addition to the performance evaluations for the downlink provided in Sects. 3 and 4, this paper also presents numerical results for the uplink. In the simulation study of the uplink, this paper adopts the uplink transmission power control scheme specified in the LTE. The uplink transmission power P(t) in decibel notation at time t is determined by the following equation [24] .
where P CMAX , M(t), PL, and f (t) are the maximum transmission power available at a UE, the number of assigned resource blocks for the UE, the path loss value of the UE, and the compensation value for a closed-loop power control. Note that P O PUSCH represents the target received signal power at the serving BS of the UE per resource block. When we increase P O PUSCH , a high received signal level is expected. However, this causes high interference in other UEs in the neighboring coverage area of adjacent BSs. In addition, when we select a large value for P O PUSCH , the transmission power of UE tends towards the upper limit P CMAX . The path loss compensation factor α does not exceed 1.0. When α is equal to 1.0, the path loss is fully compensated regardless of UE location. In this case, the received power for cell-edge UEs becomes as high as that for cell-center UEs. However, this causes high interference in other UEs in neighboring BS's coverage areas. Reference [24] demonstrates that we are able to maximize UE throughput by adjusting the value of P O PUSCH . In this paper, both P O PUSCH and α are selected as −80 dBm and 0.8, respectively, for the following evaluations. Note that the compensation value for closed-loop power control f (t) is set to be zero. As explained in Sect. 2.2, the BS with the maximum RSRP in the downlink is selected as the serving BS for both the downlink and uplink. Since the transmission power and antenna gain of Macro-BSs are higher than those of PicoBSs as in Table 1 , the coverage area of each Pico-BS becomes small. On the other hand, since the transmission power and antenna gain of a UE are identical regardless of the kinds of BSs from the viewpoint of the UE, it is the best for the uplink to select the BS with the minimum path loss value. In the uplink, unlike the downlink, it is found that CRE contributes to improvement of macro cell area throughput [24] .
Full Buffer Traffic Model
This paper shows how eICIC affects the uplink performance when used in addition to CRE. Figure 19 shows the macro cell area throughput for All UEs in the case of the full buffer traffic model when both CRE and eICIC are applied similarly in the downlink. Figure 20 provides the details of macro cell area throughput for MUEs and PUEs.
When the ABS ratio is equal to 0, meaning that eICIC is not applied, the macro cell area throughput increases as the CRE bias value increases as shown in Fig. 19 . This is because a large CRE bias value compensates for the gap between the RSRP-based cell selection in the downlink and the path loss-based cell selection preferable for the uplink.
Next, we compare Fig. 12 and Fig. 19 for the downlink and uplink, respectively. It is found that the trends of numerical results in the uplink with an increase in ABS ratio are different from those in the downlink. When the ABS ratio is large enough to compensate for the path loss difference between Macro-and Pico-BSs, the SINR values of PUEs become high. Even in such a situation, the SINR values of iPUEs are higher than those of cPUEs in general because cPUEs suffer from higher interference from other BSs than iPUEs. In this situation, it is better to fully utilize radio resources for iPUEs with higher SINR rather than sharing the radio resources of Pico-BSs with cPUEs with lower SINR, to increase the macro cell area throughput. Hence, from the viewpoint of system capacity, small CRE bias values are preferable, just as in downlink. On the other hand, when the ABS ratio is small, or when the ABS ratio is zero as the extreme case, PUEs including both iPUEs and cPUEs suffer from high interference caused by having MUEs located close to Pico-BSs. In such a case, CRE can mitigate interference from MUEs to PUEs because some MUEs become PUEs, and then they do not have to transmit unnecessary power to Macro-BSs. This utilizes the idea of path-loss based BS selection, which improves SINR values for UEs † . These considerations explain why the curves for small CRE bias values cross those for high CRE bias values as in Fig. 19 and the PUEs of Fig. 20 .
The numerical results in terms of 5th percentile UE throughput for All UEs are presented in Fig. 21 and those for both MUEs and PUEs are summarized in Fig. 22 . When we observe both the figures, we see that the 5th percentile UE throughput for All UEs comes from that of MUEs influenced by both the trends and their throughput values. From the viewpoint of MUEs, higher CRE bias values are preferable because more MUEs with low SINR become cPUEs, and then, the radio resources available in Macro-BSs are shared among remaining MUEs with relatively high SINR. Hence, higher CRE bias values are preferable from the viewpoint of 5th percentile UE throughput for All UEs. Figure 23 presents the average UPT for All UEs, while Fig. 24 shows those for MUEs and PUEs. It is clear that the trend of the average UPT for All UEs in Fig. 23 is different from that of the macro cell area throughput for All UEs in Fig. 19 . The reason is explained in the following paragraphs. Figure 20 demonstrates that the macro cell area throughput for MUEs in the uplink does not change greatly regardless of the CRE bias values, compared with the macro cell area throughput for PUEs. Since the macro cell area throughput for All UEs in Fig. 19 is from the summation of the macro cell area throughput for both MUEs and PUEs as described using Eq. (4), the trend of the macro cell area throughput for All UEs becomes similar to the one for PUEs in the case of full buffer traffic model.
Non-full Buffer Traffic Model
On the other hand, the average UPT for All UEs is de- † There is a method to further improve SINR values by selecting transmission power control parameters such as P O PUSCH and α [24] . However, due to space limitations this paper focuses on discussing the effectiveness of CRE and eICIC rather than transmission power control. rived from Eq. (5), which is an equation with a weighted summation. As the CRE bias value increases, the ratio of PUEs increases, as explained using Fig. 3 in Sect. 2.2. Hence, the weighted average UPT values for PUE, corresponding to the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (5), become as shown in Fig. 25 . According to Eq. (5), since the main contributor to the average UPT for All UEs is that of PUEs, the shape and trend in Fig. 23 resemble the weighted average UPT for PUEs in Fig. 25 .
Due to space limitations, this paper does not show numerical results for 5th percentile UPT. From numerical results, in short, it is found that the trends are similar to those for the full buffer traffic models shown in Figs. 21 and 22. It is also confirmed that the values for MUEs determines that for All UEs.
Conclusions
This paper first introduced an overview of HetNet, which consists of various wireless nodes on top of Macro-BSs. Then, the effectiveness of deploying Pico-BSs over the macro cell coverage area, as well as its drawbacks was demonstrated by presenting numerical results. In order to overcome the drawbacks of Pico-BS deployment, this paper also showed not only how CRE affects throughput performance but also how eICIC works to mitigate inter-cell interference. In addition, this paper evaluated both the full buffer and non-full buffer traffic models as well as both the downlink and uplink, since they give different trends.
A comprehensive analysis of techniques such as CRE and eICIC showed the following:
• Deployment of Pico-BSs over the macro cell coverage area improves the macro cell area throughput due to the high SINR and sufficient radio resources available for PUEs. However, the drawback is that many MUEs suffer from additional interference caused by deployment of Pico-BSs, introducing unfairness between MUEs and PUEs.
• CRE works well for facilitating offload from MUEs to PUEs, although we need to bear some system capacity degradation in the downlink. However, unless the traffic load becomes high, CRE improves the user perceived throughput (UPT), which is a performance measure close to expressing the user experience for the non-full buffer traffic model. The unfairness between UEs incurred by Pico-BS deployment can be mitigated by CRE. In addition, CRE is useful for the uplink in LTE even with a high traffic load such as the full buffer traffic model, because CRE compensates for the gap of the serving BS selection, which is conducted based on RSRP in the downlink, although path-loss based selection is preferable from the viewpoint of uplink performance.
• The interference mitigation technique, eICIC, can increase the throughput of PUEs, although it decreases MUE throughput. It is also worth noting that eICIC can reduce the PDCCH outage probability.
• An MUE rather than a PUE becomes the 5th percentile UE among All UEs in the uplink regardless of the full and non-full buffer traffic models. This is because CRE is preferable in the uplink unless CRE bias value become so large. On the other hand, in the downlink, it depends on CRE bias values whether an MUE or a PUE becomes the 5th percentile UE among All UEs. In general, in the downlink, an MUE becomes the 5th percentile UE among All UEs for low CRE bias values, whereas a PUE becomes the 5th percentile UE among All UEs for high CRE bias values.
Due to space limitations, the author had to omit both evaluations of cases with more than two Pico-BSs per Macro-BS coverage area and discussions on handover performance in HetNet. As for the number of Pico-BSs, the performance trends presented in the paper will not change so much, according to the references [19] , [20] . However, handover performance should be carefully investigated because of the negative effect of CRE on handover performance in various cell coverage areas of BSs. The author would like to rely on other papers for their discussion of this issue.
In addition, the selection of appropriate wireless nodes in HetNet is a challenging topic, as such a study requires a great deal of effort to investigate many combinations of wireless nodes.
Finally, the author would like to mention that studies on HetNet will be fundamental to studies aimed at further advanced technologies such as coordinated multiple points (CoMP) transmission and reception as well as small cell enhancements, both of which are regarded as part of HetNet. Needless to say, such topics will become important not only for studies but also for real network deployment.
